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1. There are no filings for the existing Underground Storage Tank (UST) with the town or DEEP 
2. There are no schematics or drawings on file for the existing UST   
3. Excavation began on 9/27/18 (photo 1)  
4. Excavation revealed the 1200 amp transformer for the building is sitting directly on top of the 

existing UST (photo 2)  
5. We cannot remove the tank as originally proposed without cutting power to HPS  
6. We have to abandon the tank in place according to code 
7. The tank was pumped of sludge and cleaned (photo 3) 
8. Soil samples were taken 
9. We attempted to find an alternate site for the new UST (area adjacent existing site) 
10. Underground surveying concluded this site was feasible 
11. Trees had to be removed for the proposed new location (photo 4)  
12. During tree and stump excavation, we discovered a second (500 gallon propane) UST at the site 

(photo 5)  
13. This UST was never properly abandoned or removed 
14.  During excavation, ground water was found at only 8’ deep (photo 6)  
15. Ground water is a major problem for setting new UST’s and will drive up the cost to place the 

new tank in the ground (ie: more excavation needed, sidewalk removal, driveway interruption 
to buses, more gravel, more safety measures etc.) 

16. The new recommendation is to order a smaller (6,000 gallon) Above-ground Storage Tank (AST) 
17. The location of the installation would be near the boiler room entrance  
18. This is similar situation as to the Northville AST project (year; 2001)- it was discovered that the 

fiber optic cable had been run directly over the UST. The UST had to be removed but a new AST 
was ultimately installed 

19. Ground soil samples at HPS have passed laboratory examination – there was no contaminated 
soil found  

20. 500 gallon propane tank was removed today, 10/2/18 (photos 7&8) 
21. Need to approve increases to the project to cover unforeseen costs (abandonment, new cement 

pad, new AST, miscellaneous costs: tree removal, propane tank removal, underground surveying 
costs etc).  

22. New AST has a 3-4 week lead time  
23. Temporary oil tank will be needed to supply heat to HPS  
24. The same vendor was recently awarded the Lillis Building UST Project  
25. We can use the UST- currently located at HPS for Lillis and receive a credit for that project 

($97,713.00)  
26. Anticipated cost increases for all of HPS is $70,000.00, bringing the new project total to 

$162,000.00 
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